
RICKMANSWORTH SCHOOL: LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLAN - DANCE - YEAR 8
Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more’.

.

Year Group: 8 Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term

Topic Name

Topic Key Concepts/Knowledge

Perform dances using advanced dance
techniques within a range of dance
styles and forms

Cultural Dance: African Dance

Students will gain an understanding of the cultural styles in dance and
will work on creating partner and group dances based on key
features. Students will gain and develop basic dance appreciation
skills through watching clips of Dinhe, Gumboot & Afrobeat dance,
which will lead into discussions about the History of African Dance in
relation to its characteristic features (actions, space, dynamics and
relationships).
They will have the opportunity to create a final performance piece
that captures an essence of one style or a fusion of styles.  Pupils will
have the opportunity to view each other’s work and provide feedback
to improve their own and other’s work. This SOL also provides pupils
with research homework tasks to promote independence and
research skills needed at KS4.

Analysis & Exploration of Professional Work 2:
Ghost Dances or Swansong by Christopher Bruce

Students will be introduced to the dance work ‘Ghost Dances’ by
Christopher Bruce and will learn how a serious subject, such as
political oppression, can be portrayed through dance. They will
begin to use analysis skills, interpreting meaning from movement,
and will know how to compose and develop motifs using the
professional repertoire as a stimulus. They will also consider how
to lift and take each other’s weight safely.

House Choreography Competition

Students are introduced to the stimulus of War and the
professional work, ‘Young Men’ by the Ballet Boyz. They will
develop their understanding of working from a stimulus, motif and
development, use of choreographic devices, structure and form.
They will also explore aural setting and its impact on
choreographic intent.

Extra Curricular opportunities Weekly Dance Club (Thursday lunchtime)
KS2 Dance Festival performance
School Production

Weekly Dance Club (Thursday lunchtime)
Rock Challenge or other performance platform (The Great Big
Dance Off)
Evening of Dance performance

Weekly Dance Club (Thursday lunchtime)
Song & Dance performance
Summer School

Opportunities to develop the whole
student (Ricky Learner)

Relationships
Reflective
Resourceful
Resilience
Respect
Responsibility

Fostering positive working relationships in relation to group work.
Respect for self, others & environment in relation to safe dance
practice.
Resourcefulness in development of technical, physical, expressive
and mental skills.
Responsibility in contributing creatively to the choreographic
process.
Resilience in sharing performance outcomes with peers and teachers.

Fostering positive working relationships in relation to group work.
Resourcefulness and reflectiveness in development of technical,
physical & expressive skills.
Responsibility in leadership of the choreographic process and
appropriate skills.
Reflectiveness in critical analysis and appreciation of production
values (physical setting/costume/aural setting) in selected
professional work and in the evaluation of one's own and/or the
work of others.
Resilience in sharing performance outcomes with peers and
teachers.

Fostering positive working relationships in relation to group work.
Resourcefulness in managing time and tasks in relation to task;
responding to a stimulus/choreographic approach
Reflectiveness in applying skills previously learnt to the
choreographic process.
Performance.
Resilience in sharing performance outcomes with peers and
teachers (and for some, whole year group).


